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About This Content

Go back in time! Dive an almost forgotten age with 3DZUG – an age where the clocks were ticking differently, where “hectic
rush“ has been a foreign word and a steam engine was a symbol for strength, speed and innovation.

3DZUG's USATC S 160 steam locomotive of the United States Army Transportation Corps guarantees you pure nostalgia and
excites with fantastic detail using the most modern techniques to generate the original locomotive visuals. In addition, a realistic
and fully functional cab awaits you whose age and experience can be seen and felt. Many more details like realistic sound and an

energetic fireman are waiting to be discovered!

This pack contains two versions of this unique steam locomotive, as well as one session for the “Kicksarter County“ route. Treat
yourself to something special, sniff the air of yesteryear and drive one of the locomotives built in great quantities in days gone

past.

Features:

USATC S 160 steam engine in two versions plus tenders

Fully functional cab

Realistic sounds, realistic visual appearance and animations
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Animated fireman

Support for winter looks (snow/ice; months January-March)

One session for the “Kickstarter County“ route.
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Seriously? Objects flying all over the place, which is sad for a "precise" automation game, late c64 graphics.

Stay away. Bless the great GabeN for revised refund policy. Pretty much first time I wanted a refund, and it went smoothly..
Love this game, just wish they went a little further with it..
╱╱┃┃
▉━╯┗━╮
▉┈┈┈┈┃
▉╮┈┈┈┃
╱╰━━━╯. Cheap little game about shooting asteroids and swarms of some space police patrol cars and space tanks.. Very
simplistic shooter\/platformer with colorful graphics. Not too bad.

The game will probably appeal to little kids under 8.. Its a short but a beautiful and calm game. It has some secrets here and
there but they are NOT achievement secrets and i find that a bit nice. (Dont read this part for spoilers if you want) There is a
secret on the first level.
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A serene amble through a bizarre world. Worth a few hours exploring and collecting. The ways in which you interact with the
world are not particularly deep, but the game is satisfying nonetheless.. wait and get it on a sale.. Broken on Windows 10. Menu
displays as white washed and unintelligible. Same with the gameplay when you fumble through to it. Judging by community
discussion: even those who manage to modify the game into functioning at all will only experience further BS down the line.
Waste of money. Pity - because it looks like a really cool game.. I like the sale currently for the Galaxy Edition, but one thing I'd
like to know is where do I find the extra content that has been added? For example the books and the poster, how do I get
those?. A very good twist on clicker/idle genre. Very creative. Makes me want to keep going. Less repetitive. Lots of decisions
to make, sometimes I agonise over how I should spend my money (they call it souls). The costume bit is fun :D

Cracked me up when I saw some of the enemies... You'll see :) politically incorrect, but hey it's just for fun. Plus lots of
references to movies and the rest of our pop culture.

I can't think of much improvements for this lovely gem. It's a good fun game, much less on the repetitive clicking.

Your finger would develop a tiny brain after playing this much smarter clicker game.. Star Ruler is an amazing 4X game with
lots of customisablity. Its noted for allowing the player to produce massive space stations, battle ships that span entire galaxies,
and tools to destroy whole planetary populations, or even the whole planet. Its not the best looking game, has AI and micro
management problems.. but its definently the most fun game of its type in my opinion. But that's coming from someone who
doesn't really like this genre, but enjoys blowing up planets and making space stations thatare bigger than stars.

This is worth a few hours of play time for anyone who likes big tech trees, big economy, and massive construction projects.. I
love this soundtrack. I am so glad I purchased the pack for this game. This soundtrack is amazing!. This is by far the worst rip
off of spore. first of all you cant even customize the cell. and theres only two game modes. In the first game mode all you do is
eat allergy and those green gas creatures, thats it. you can never stop moving all you can do is turn left or right and boost. in the
second game mode called Evolution, you literly load in surrounded by enimies, and die within 5sec.

not to mention this game was supossed to be relieced on the 13th of Oct. however it got posponed twice with no explanation.
and they expect us to pay for this garbage.

You cant do anything it shows in the videos, DON'T BY IT.. Really interesting puzzle game.. I adored this game, although it is
definitely one to play with a friend or two, as it might be a little boring played on your own. The game is cut into nice litle
chapters, each taking probably an hour to complete, depending on how many players you have, and how good you are at the
challenges.
The puzzles range from fairly easy, to downright nasty, and you may find yourself stuck a few times. The voice over that
narrates the story was brilliant, and very entertaining, the voice acting was likewise very good. Each character in this story has
their own personality and uniqueness, no two are the same! It makes for a very enjoyable, funny, and interesting game, and
overall I would say this is a little jem. It looks childish on the surface, but I very much enjoyed it and think others would too!
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